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For instance, the age of strong impact event of Imbrian
Based on the researth of geological evolution of
Period is 3.92 Ga. This conclusion was commonly acsinus iridum area of the Moon, we compiled a tentative
cepted at the 32nd Lunar and Planetary Science Confergeological map at1:2.5 M of the Sinus Iridum area, set
ence in Huston in 2010, so as to change the traditional
up a new time scale(Table 1), and discussed the evolucognition that this event occurred at 3.85 Ga, thus maktional history of the lunar regional geology. The geoing a significant contribution to the study of the early
logical times of the Moon is devided into pre-Imbrian
lunar evolution history(Liu et al., 2011). In the same
(PI), consisting of the pre-Nectarian(PN) and the Necway, SIMS Pb-Pb dating was conducted on zircons in
tarian(N); the Imbrian(I), consisting of the Early Imbriimpact melt breccia and fine-grained matrix of the most
an (I1) and Late Imbrian (I2); the Eratosthenian (E) and
K-rich KREEP of lunar meteorite SaU 169 by Lin et
the Copernican (C).
al.(2012), The comprehensive petrographic, mineral
As regards the age of Mare Imbrian, Liu et
chemistry and SIMS study analyses consider the main
al(2010) performed high-precision zircon SHRIMP
age peak at 3921±3Ma and the smaller one at
dating for the samples of impact melting debris in front
4016±6Ma represent the latter crystallizing age of
of the southern part of the study area obtained by ApolKREEP magma and the age of a catastrophic shock
lo 12, 14 and lunar meteorites SaU169, and accurately
event.
ascertained the ages of some early events on the Moon.
Table 1 Lunar geological time scale
Geological time

Period(Ga)

Copernican Period(C)

1.1–present

Eratosthenian Period (E)

3.16-1.1

Late Imbrian
Epoch(I2)
Imbrian Period (I)

pre-Imbrian
Period
(PI)

3.80-3.16

Main geological and geomorphologic features
The radial Harplus crater formed with a large range of ejecta accumulation; the ejecta cover extends to southern Montes Alpes due to
the influence of the Aristillus impact crater in the southeast.
With weakening impact, craters became smaller (craters Heis, Horrebow and Sharp B) with sporadic distribution. There occurred
small-scale local volcanism (Rumker lava dome).
Linear fissure structure was well developed in Mare Imbrium - Sinus
Iridum - Oceanus Procellarum with extensive basalt; craters Mairan,
Sharp and Bianchini formed in the south.

3.92-3.80

Multi-ring basins formed due to impact in the Early Imbrian; a large
quantity of mare basalt filling resulted in the accumulations of Montes Jura and Alpes; Sinus Iridum and crater Plato etc. formed; relict
KREEP accumulation appeared in the exterior and basalt filling in
the interior.

Nectarian Period
(N)

4.0-3.92

Bedrock accumulation formed in the
northern terra plateau; the cover of ejecta accumulation degraded due to latestage impact and reworking of craters in
the Imbrian, and ejecta distribute sporadically around the Imbrian Basin.

pre-Nectarian Period (PN)

4.56-4.0

Primitive magma ocean formed

Early Imbrian
Epoch(I1)
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